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Professor Zofia Krygowska as a mathematician

by Stefan Turnau∗

In my contribution I wish to emphasize one aspect of Krygowska’s mind
and personality: the aspect of being a mathematician.
Mathematics educators, having accomplished their mathematical training

usually do not engage themselves into reading advanced mathematical texts
or – the more – solving mathematical problems harder than those addres-
sed to secondary school students. There are also those that at some point in
their life as professional mathematicians decided to shift their interest and
effort towards the questions of school. They rarely deepen their educational
knowledge enough; their past or continued creativity in mathematics usually
remains isolated from their activity in the role of a mathematics educator.
Krygowska was none of the two. Since her secondary education, throughout

the whole life she remained a passionate mathematician. It may sound strange
to those that knew her strong intellectual and emotional engagement in the
problems of infant mathematical thinking and learning. Of course, it would be
rather impossible for her to cultivate both areas in parallel. It was possible
and very efficient because Krygowska’s mathematical interest and creativity
were fully integrated with her interest and creativity in the area of mathe-
matics education. The true end was never a mathematical result as such; the
very goal always were particular questions concerning children, students and
school. Such end made it natural to always follow a mathematical achievement
by reflection and analysis. Let me provide a few examples.
Her doctoral dissertation “On the limits of precision in the teaching of

elementary geometry” resulted from a deep study of the fundaments of geo-
metry on the one hand and reflection on her experience as a former student

∗Delivered in a panel discussion during CIEAEM Meeting, July 22 to 28, 2003 in Płock,
Poland.
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then a teacher on the other hand. Before engaging as the author of a new se-
ries of high-school geometry textbooks, she composed and carefully studied an
original system of axioms, which she proved to be equivalent with the Hilber-
tian one. (Of course, the composition of the systems was motivated primarily
by educational considerations.) She not only read lengthy works of Piaget in
French original, but in order to fully understand the postulate of making scho-
ol mathematics nearer the academic one – without hesitation she decided to
study the first volume of Bourbaki.
She used to solve hard mathematical problems, take record of all stages of

her thinking and analyze this process in order to better understand students’
thinking, difficulties, confusions, errors etc. When reporting on her experience,
she always included all mistakes, abandoned paths, and other detours of her
reasoning that concluded in a solution or several solutions. Here is an example
− a handwriting solution of the problem “How many triangles of different
sides can be built whose side lengths are natural numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . , n”. She
called her reasoning “An organized empirism”.
After a long lasting analysis of the case n = 10, generalizing the conjectures

and verifying results for another value of n, Krygowska arrived at the final
result

Wn =







n(n−2)(2n−5)
24 for n = 2k,

(n−3)(n−1)(2n−1)
24 for n = 2k + 1.

A different aspect of Krygowska’s mathematical mind was exposed in her
lecture at the Symposium called “Mathematics for All”, held in the frames
of the Mathematical Congress in Warsaw in 1983. Her lecture was entitled
“Components of mathematical activities which should play a significant role
in mathematics education for all”. One has to be an active and at the same
time reflective mathematician to be able to bring to light what are essential
but implicit components of the mathematical activity. Krygowska listed them:
noticing/using analogy, schematizing, defining, reason by deduction/reduction,
coding and creating algorithms.
The idea that the true mathematical education (or, as Krygowska put it,

“education through mathematics”) should include developing components of
mathematical activity, thus made explicit in 1983, reoccurred 35 years later.
Mathematician Keith Devlin, in recent post on his blog Devlin’s Angle of Octo-
ber 2018 said „The heart of learning mathematics is mastering a particular
way of thinking – what I (and some others) call ’mathematical thinking,’ so-
metimes also described as ’thinking like a mathematician’1”. Devlin proposes

1http://devlinsangle.blogspot.com/2018/11/t-assessment-bold-suggestion-modestly2.html
access 26.11.2018.
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to use arithmetic course to develop mathematical thinking, but he does not
elaborate this idea. Krygowska’s list of its six components allows to make a
“didactic transposition” (Brousseau’s expression) of school arithmetic aiming
at the development of Krygowska’s components.

Figure 1: The first page of Krygowska’s manuscript.


